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1. Khnum-hotep, the dead men's priest, 4th Egyptian Dynasty 
(2500 B.C.) 
2. Aesop and the fox. A plate from the 5th Century B.C. 
3. The Egyptian diety Bes. 
4. Egyptian folk-god Pataikos 
5. Ati, the queen of Punt. Relief from Hatshepsut's temple. 
6. Achondroplastic gladiator. 
7. Dwarpala. Bas-relief from a temple of Arnuradhapura, in 
Ceylon. 
8 and 10. 17th Century caricatures of dwarves, from Spain. 
9. Dionysian procession. Relief in the Villa Albani, Rome. 
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11. Carlos II (The Bewitched), by Claudio Coello. 
12. Philip IV by Velasquez. 
13. El Ingles, by Velasquez. 
14. Dwarf figure on a tomb from Egypt. 
15. Don Sebastian de Morra, by Velasauez . 
16. Las Meninas, by Velasquez, showing two dwarves. 
17. Dwarf motif in an Egyptian jug. 
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18. and 20. Etchings of dwarves by Tiepolo. 
19. The dwarf Francesco Ravai by Jens Juel. 
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21. The hermaphrodite Shiva. Relief done in the 8th Century A.D. 
22. The Artists Workshop, by Jan Molenar 
23. A Greek hermaphrodite. 
24. Bajocco (Francesco Ravai) and Obligeert, by Jens Juel. 
25. Etching by Tiepolo. 
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26. A Malinke twin statue . 
27. American Indian representation of a multiple birth. 
28. A Bambara twin statue . 
29. Venus of Willendorf Fertility goddess from ca. 15000 B.C . 
30. A yakshi figure from an Indian Buddhist temple. 
31. Twin effigies from the Yoruba culture. 
32. Woodcut by Durer showing the Devil tempting a knight. 
33. King Akhenaten (Amenhotep IV) ca . 1365 B. C. 
34 . Don Quixote by Daumier . 
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35, 36, 37, 38 and 40. Self-caricatures by Toulouse-Lautrec. 
39. Queen Nefertiti. 
41. Two daughters of Akhenetan and Nefertiti. 
42. Profiles of Akhenetan and Nefertiti. 
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43 . Longifrons - type cow from Lascaux cave . Note color pattern . 
44 . Auroch bull (Bos p r imogenius ) from Lascaux cave . 
45 . Zebu (Bos indieus ) . 2nd Century B. C. bronze statue from 
Smyrna . 
46 . Minoan bull sports . Note pied patte rn . 
47. Cave depiction of an auroch bull with a color pattern . 
48 . Cave depiction by the African Bushmen . 
49 . A drawing of the last surviving Auroch . 
SO . An Auroch drawing done in 1549 by Heberstein . 
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51. Assyrian bas - relief of fertilization of the date palm . 
52 . The Sorcerer . Hypothetical animal from an Upper Paleo-
lithic cave painting . 
53 . Funerary urn from Mexico , with corn ears on the headress . 
54 . Etruscan Arezzo Chimera from 5th century B. C. 
55 . A genetically reconstituted wild European auroch . 
56 . Funerary urn from Mexico , with corn ears pendant from the 
necklace . 
57 . The oldest pedigree chart . An engraved tablet from Elam. 
58 . Mouse mutants from a 1787 Japanese manuscript . 
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59 . Aztec goddess of corn and earth fertility . 
60 . Roses . A painting by Pierre-Joseph Redoute . 
61 . 15t~ century Persian prince holding R . foe t i da . 
62 . The Birth of Venus by Botticelli , showing R. alba. 
63 . Minoan fresco of the rose . 16th century B. C. 
64 . The Great Mogul holding R. moschata and Princess Nur Mahal . 
65 . Allegory of Penitence by Antonio de Pereda y Salgado , 
ca . 1650 . 
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66 . Flowers, Insects and Strawberries by Jacob Walscapelle 
(ca . 1700) showing the Cabbage Rose . 
67. Martyrdom of St. Catherine by Lucas Cranach the Elder (1506). 
68 . Vase of Roses by Henri Fantin-Latour (ca. 1900). 
69. Madonna in the Rose Bower by Mart~n Schongauer (ca . 1475) . 
70. Bowl from Ching Dynasty (ca . 1725) . 
71 . The Order of the Garter. 
72. A Gallant in a Rose Garden by Nicholas Hilliard (ca. 1600) . 
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73. The Empress Josephine and attendants in the Malmaison Gar-
dens, painted by Pierre-Joseph Redoute. Josephine holds 
an R. gaZ Zica. 
74. Carolina rose and the Sea-side Finch, by John James Audubon. 
75. Plate from the Ching Dynasty. 
76. Vanitas, by Jan Davidsz deHeem (ca. 1650). 
77. Susanne Valadon, by Toulouse-Lautrec (1886). 
78. Bronze capitoline she-wolf (5th Century B.C.). Romulus 
and Remus were added by a Renaissance sculptor. An early 
study on Heredity and Environment (also a twin study) • 
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SUMMARY 
In the view of the geneticist art is more than l'art pour 
l'art. In the absence of written genetic records, stone car-
vings, statues, reliefs and paintings reveal a great deal 
about the genes carried by our ancient predecessors. Exami-
nation of artifacts with genetic knowledge of our time, pro-
vides valuable information on hereditary defects and anthro-
pological characters from prehistoric times. Similarly stu-
dies of family histories and portraits, sketches, caricatures 
can be used in the reconstruction of the genotypes of indivi-
duals of recent past. An ~xpert examination of art history 
is one of the most valuable methods to trac~ back the process 
of evolution and domestication of animals and the development 
of ornamental and crop plants. The major results of this 
study are documented by ?B illustrations of the text and 92 
selected references. 
INTRODUCTION 
Both Art and Science seek Truth. To paraphrase a state-
ment made by Thomas Mann on the occasion of the 80th birthday 
of Sigmund Freud: "The bond between them consists in the love 
of truth, in a sense of truth, a sensitiveness and receptivity 
for truth's sweet and bitter." (cited in DiDIO 1971). Both 
seek out and investigate the beautiful and the bizarre. Both 
combine imagination and observation, and both require an acti-
vity by the participant, which finally yields a statement. 
*Figures are assembled on pages 103-112 according to their ap-
proximate order in the text and convenience. 
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Not only Art, but also Science is an objective and subjective 
achievement. Science is not always representational, but of-
ten the best Science is abstract, and often Science produces -
as does Art - caricatures . The early eugenics movement might 
be regarded as a caricature of the science of Human Genetics. 
Art and Science have often been associated in the mind of man 
with magical power, both having produced reactions of fear and 
veneration. 
How can we link specifically the science of Genetics to 
Art? In the preparation of this paper, I utilized a computer 
bibliographic search, in which the subject "Art" was put into 
the computer tied to any and all subject headings in the Index 
Medicus which were related - even remotely - to Genetics. The 
computer gave me back only 10 references, 6 of which were per-
tinent enough to be included in the bibliography of this paper. 
Nevertheless, I was impressed, as I migrated between the Art 
and the Science libraries, with the wealth of material which 
is available. Perhaps this illustrates that the scientist 
does have - to his advantage - the subjective ability, whereas 
the computer is limited to the objective approach. I am con-
vinced that anyone doing genetic work on a macroscopic eukary-
etic ferm, either plant er animal, can find representations in 
Art which might be of great interest. 
Since the science of Genetics is usually dated from the 
year 1900, one might think that we would be confined to Art 
after this date, but the idea of heredity is ancient. Origi-
nal sin, chastisements by the Jewish God into the 3rd and 4th 
generations, transmigration of souls, and predestination re-
present the earliest theories of heredity (RADL 1909), and 
despite the "recent" nonsense about spontaneous generation, the 
neolithic farmboy knew that like begets like. COOK (1937) es-
timates the first hybrids of cattle and dogs to have been pro-
duced 10,000 to 25,000 years ago, and the wooly sheep was pro-
duced entirely by selective bneeding from the wild hairy sheep, 
and was known in Mesopotamia in 3000 B.C. (STRUEVER 1971). 
And, as with any other subjects, quotes can be found in the 
Bible such as: "By their fruits ye shall know them" (Matthew 
7: 20). 
HUMAN GENETICS 
ACHONDROPLASIA 
Among the human hereditary conditions, perhaps the best 
documented by the artist is aa hondrop Zasia or ahondro d y stop hia 
dwarfi s m (defects of bone formation). RISCHBIETH and BARRING-
TON (1912) published an iconography of dwarfism, and list 191 
representations of dwarves in Art. The majority of these are 
clearly cases of achondroplasia. Additional cases of artis-
tic representation ef achondre~lasia mdy be found in M0RCH 
(1941), RUHR.AH (1934), VOGT (1970), POROT (1919), HAMADA and 
RIDA (1972), CHARCOT and RICHER (188':l), MAJOR (1954), and 
HOLLANDER (1950). 
The earliest representation of aahondro pZ as i a is a white 
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limestone statue (Cairo Museum) of Khnum-hotep (Khnouhrnoptou) 
(Fig . 1). This statue, which was found at Sakkarah (near Mem-
phis) was produced during the 4th Egyptian Dynasty (2,500 B.C.), 
and represents a "dead men's priest", a priest who performed 
sacrifices and said prayers for the dead. This statue is pho-
tographically reproduced by HAMADA and RIDA (1921) and by HOL-
LANDER (1950), and line drawings are presented by CHARCOT 
and RICHER (1889) and by CABANtS (1928). 
The Egyptian culture included several dwarf gods. Per-
haps the best known and most frequently depicted is the god 
Bes (Fig. 3). This diety was sometimes depicted as a male, 
sometimes as a female, and many of these depictions have all 
of the characteristics of achondroplasia (see reproductions 
in HOLLANDER 1912, 1950 , M¢RCH 1941 , CHARCOT and RICHER 
1889 , CABAN~S 1928 , and in RISCHBIETH and BARRINGTON 1912) . 
Bes was the god of art, song, and dance, and also looked after 
children's games and childbirth (HOLLANDER, 1912, 1950, RUHRAH, 
1934); and thus was a joyful god. Throughout history chondro -
dystrophic dwarves have been associated with humor and wit, and 
have often been employed as entertainers, acrobats, and jesters. 
In addition to Bes, there were several dwarf folk-gods in Egyp-
tian history which were not in the central mythology, but were 
used by the people - often worn as amulets, or placed in houses -
as protection against wild animals, and to guarantee health and 
good fortune. These were referred to variously as Ptah (Phtah), 
Pataikos, Ptah-Sokar, and Ptah-Sokaris-Osiris (Fig. 4). One 
of these is depicted standing on the heads of two crocodiles, 
showing his role in protection from wild animals. Another 
dwarf associated with animals and with wit is Aesop . Tradi-
tion has it that he was executed on a trumped-up charge of 
stealing from the temple because he enraged the men of Delphi 
with his pranks and sayings. He is depicted on a plate from 
the 5th Century B.C . (now in the Museo Etrusco Gregoriano, 
Vatican) talking to a fox, and the large head in relation to 
his body is characteristic of achondroplasia (see reproduction 
in KLINGENDER 1971) (Fig. 2). Similarly a marble bust of Aesop 
from the Villa d'Albani (see CHARCOT and RICHER 1889) has fea-
tures of achondr oplasia , while the statue of Aesop in the Ken-
sington Gardens (see RISCHBEITH and BARRINGTON 1912) is ateleio-
tic (poorly developed). 
We find dwarves depicted outside of our central western 
culture. RUHRAH (1934) has reproduced a bas-relief (Fig. 7) of 
a dwarpala - a guardian of the temple - from the island of 
Ceylon. This dwarpala shows all of the characteristics of 
a c hondr oplasia . VOGL (1970) has reproduced a pre-Columbian 
figure (from the Mexican Colima culture) which is an achondro-
plastic, and has further suggested that the Kokopelli - medi-
cine men in primitive American Indian paleology - were a c hon -
dr oplas i cs . 
In addition to their positions as gods, priests, temple 
guardians, and medicine men, dwarves are found among royalty 
and other leaders of ancient cultures. The Queen of Punt 
(Somaliland) and her daughter are generally regarded as acho n -
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droplasics (Fig. 5), although their condition has variously 
identified as rickets (vitamin D deficiency), elephantiasis 
(filariasis of the lymphatic channels) and steatopygia (fatti-
ness of the buttocks, characteristic of the Hottentots) (HAMADA 
and RIDA 1972). They are depicted on a bas-relief found in a 
memorial temple of Egyptian queen Hatshepsowet (1516-1481 B.C.) 
in Der el-Bahari (now in the Cairo Museum and reproduced by 
RISCHBIETH and BARRINGTON 1912). A small statue of the emper-
or Caracella shows proportions of an achondroplasic (now in 
the Museum at Avignon and reproduced by RISCHBIETH and BAR-
RINGTON 1912), and it has been conjectured that Atilla, king 
of the Huns was a dwarf (M¢RCH 1941). 
Dwarves were common in the retinues of kings and other 
famous personages from Roman times until the 18th Century. 
They were so popular that attempts were made to breed them, 
and also to produce phenocopies by binding and starving normal 
children, or rubbing them with various concoctions extracted 
from animals (M¢RCH 1941). By and large dwarves have been 
highly regarded throughout history, accounting for their pre-
valence in Art, although the bible states: "A dwarf must not 
approach to offer the bread of his God". (Leviticus 21:16). 
Various depictions of dwarves show them asrnusicians (Hor;-- ~ 
LKNDER 1912, 1950; Fig. 9), dancers (POROT 1919), and as gla-
diators(RISCHBIETH and BARRINGTON 1912; Fig. 6). Many of 
these depictions emphasize the well developed genitalia, since 
dwarves were noted not only for their acrobatic skill and wit, 
but were thought to have unusual sexual prowess (VOGL 1970) • 
The most sympathetic and realistic depictions of dwarves 
is given by Velasquez, who painted the dwarves in the court of 
Philip IV. Thus Don Sebastian de Morra (Fig. 15), Don Diego 
de Acedo (El Primo), L'enfant de Vallecas, and El Ingles (Fig. 
13) (see BROWN 1969, or SMITH 1966) are not only dwarves but 
also humans with feeling, pride, and a sense of person. In 
these paintings the achondroplasia characteristics are clearly 
and honestly displayed. Velasquez' most famous painting, Las 
Meninas (Las Meninas o la Familia de Felipe IV - The Attendants 
of the Family of Philip IV) (Fig. 16) contains two female 
dwarves, one of whom is achondroplastic. This remarkable pic-
ture - displayed in its own room at the Museo del Prado - con-
tains, besides the two fascinating dwarves, and the self-por-
trait of the artist, a faint reflection in a mirror behind the 
artist of King Philip IV and his wife. Here, if we look closely 
we can see the penultimate expression of the generations of 
inbreeding (1516 to 1700) which magnified to the point of cari-
cature the famous Habsburg chin and lip (see Fig. 12). Also in 
the Prado can be seen each generation of this phenomenon of in-
breeding, all represented in paintings, including the ultimate 
expression as seen in a painting of Carlos II ( The Bewitched) 
(Fig. 11) by Claudio Coello (see SMITH 1966 for a reproduction). 
Other painters have used achondroplasics as subjects, in-
cluding Jan Molenar (Fig. 22) (HOLLJ\NDER 1950), Tiepolo (Figs. 
18, 20 and 25) (CABANES 1928 , RIZZI 1970 , CHARCOT and RICHER 
1889), Veronese, (CHARCOT and RICHER 1889, ORLIAC 1939), 
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Argenti (CHARCOT and RICHER 1889), Van Mander, D'agar, and 
Juel (Figs. 19 and 24); M¢RCH 1941). 
HERMAPHRODITES 
Of interest to the geneticist are the numerous artistic 
representations of human hermaphrodites. Actually, of course, 
the term hermaphrodite should probably not be applied to man, 
since most sexually ambiguous humans are better described as 
intersexes or transsexuals. In medical journals, however, 
individuals with more or less complete female genitalia, but 
with an over-developed clitoris which encloses the urethra 
are often referred to as true hermaphrodites. The bastardized 
term morphodite has often been used to refer to individuals 
who were practicing homosexuals or psychologically and/or be-
haviorally indeterminate. It is interesting to note, that the 
term hermaphrodite was used similarly in the Roman Era (KIEF-
~R 1966) -The Greeks had an idealized notion of the hermaphro-
dite as depicted in their Art. The Greek hermaphrodite was 
consistently divided into male and female transversely, with 
breasts above and male genitalia below (Fig. 23) (see photo-
graphic reproductions in KIEFER 1966 , and line drawing in 
STERN 1968 ) • In India hermaphrodites were formed by a longi-
tudinal division, one side being male, the other female (Fig. 
21). An interesting woodcut done in 1481 is reproduced by 
KIEFER (1966) which shows a combination of these divisions, with 
very well-developed male genitalia, and a breast on only one 
side. KIEFER also reproduces the first realistic drawing of 
a true hermaphrodite or intersex, done by Regnier deGraaf in 
1705. 
FERTILITY AND MULTIPLE BIRTHS 
Fertility has concerned man from his earliest beginnings, 
and the first goddess of fertility is perhaps the Venus of 
Willendorf (Fig. 29), found in Austria, and apparently carved 
in 15000 to 10000 B.C. (see JANSON 1962). The Venus of Willen-
dorf was succeeded by Ishtar of Babylonia, Aphrodite of Greece 
and the voluptuous yakshi figures (Fig. 30) carved on the outer 
enclosures of Indian Buddhist temples (ABBATE 1972b). 
Multiple births have also been a frequent subject of art. 
Ancient representations (see Fig. 27) have been found on 
Maddin Creek in Washington, Missouri that are interpreted to 
represent both fertility symbols and also the birth of sex-
tuplets (WELLMANN 1970). In African societies multiple births 
may be welcomed or unwelcomed. In some societies one or both 
of a pair of twins will be killed, whereas in other societies 
twins are given very special and honored treatment (IMPERATO 
1971, SEGY 1970). To at least some extent the frequency 
of birth of twins is positively correlated with the treatment 
accorded the cwins {IMPERATO 1971). Quite often Art is associ-
ated with twins in these societies, particularly the carving 
of human figures. In the Bambara and Malinke societies of Mali, 
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where twins are accorded great honor and special food and treat-
ment, the death of one of a pair of twins leads to the carv-
ing of a statue. This figure (Figs. 26 and 28) then lives 
with the survivinq twin as a replacement for his deceased sib-
ling (IMPERATO 1971). In the Yoruba culture, effigies (Ibeji) 
of both twins are made (Fig. 31), on the instructions of the 
oracle (Encyclopedia Brittanica, 1974). 
THE MALADY OF TOULOUSE-LAUTREC 
Several attempts have been made to posthumously diagnose 
the condition leading to the unusual stature of Henri de Tou-
louse-Lautrec (HERBERT 1972 , CAWTHORNE 1970 , MAROTEAUX and 
LAMY 1965), and the caricatures (Figs. 35, 36, 37, 38, 40) 
which the artist produced of himself have furnished much of the 
evidence for these diagnoses (see LEVITAN and MONTAGU 1971, 
NOVOTNY 1969, JULIEN 1959, and ADHEMAR for reproductions of 
the caricatures). Henri fractured his left femur when he was 
13½, and a little more than a year later his right femur, but 
it is known from a letter he wrote his mother at the age of 11 
that he was already having trouble with his legs (CAWTHORNE 1970). 
This, plus the knowledge of the very minor nature of the falls 
which produced both breaks indicate that he was afflicted with 
an inherent difficulty. This conclusion is further bolstered by 
the knowledge that his parents were first cousins (see Diagram 1). 
Raymond 
de Toulouse-Lautree 
Amedee 
d'Imbert du Bose 
Gabrielle 
d'Imbert du Bose 
01-------~------.o 
Alphonse 
de Toulouse-Lautree 
Zoe 
de Solages 
Louise 
d'Imbert du Bose 
Leonce 
Tapie de Celeyran 
Q.....---,--------1D 
Adele 
Tapie de Celeyran 
Oe------.-
1
---0 
Henri 
de Toulouse-Lautree 
0 
Diagram 1. The pedigree of Henri Toulouse-Lautrec 
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Although his condition has been diagnosed as osseoge -
nesis imperfecta (poor bone formation), achondroplasia (inborn 
defect of the cartilage growth), pseudoac hondr oplas i a (physi-
ological defects of cartilage formation), polyepiphysial dys -
plasia (abnormality of the development of the ends of bones) 
(MAROTEAUX and LAMY 1965), osteopetr o s is (stony banding of the 
ends of bones), osteitis fibrosa disseminata (fibrous degen-
erations in the bones) (CAWTHORNE 1970), and even r i cketts 
(weakness of bones due to vitamin D deficiency) (HERBERT 1972), 
it now appears that he was suffering from a hereditary condi-
tion of py c nodysostosis (defect of ossification) (MAROTEAUX and 
LAMY 1965 , LEVITAN and MONTAGU 1971). It is fascinating to 
note how heavily this diagnosis is based on the self-sketches. 
Caricatures are, of course, ideal for such diagnoses because 
the abnormal characteristics are always magnified rather than 
being hidden as they would be in an idealized portrait . 
Although it is probable that Toulouse-Lautrec would not 
have achieved his magnificent creativity without his disability -
rather he would have been a horseman and sportsman like his 
father - the genetic disability was not the cause, at least 
directly, of his early death; it was wine and women. From 
1885 to 1888 Henri shared a model - Suzanne Valadon (Fig. 77) -
with Degas, and she lived with him from time to time during 
this period. This alliance broke up in 1888 and Suzanne Vala-
don became an artist in her own right, and also the mother of 
Maurice Utrillo. At the termination of this alliance Henri 
took up with Rosa la Rouge from whom he contracted syphilis. 
His consumption of alcohol increased until in 1899 he was con-
fined to a private asylum for three months after an attack of 
delir i um t r emens . The caricature of himself standing next to 
a cow (see LEVITAN and MONTAGU 1971) is actually an invitation 
to a party he sent out to his friends after he was released 
from the asylum. It is An Invitation to a Glass of Milk de-
noting that no alcoholic beverages would be served at his party. 
It was a combination of the complications of alcoholism and 
syphilis which caused his death in 1901 just three months be-
fore his 37th birthday. 
THE CONSANGUINITY OF AKHENATEN AND NEFERTITI 
In an article in Time Magazine, A.T. BAKER (1973) shows 
a bas-relief of the Egyptian ruler Akhenaten (Amenhotep IV) 
and his famous queen Ne fertiti (Fig. 42). The profiles are 
very similar, as are also the profiles of two of their daughters 
(Fig.4l){see JANSON 1962). According to BAKER, "Nefertiti's 
striking facial resemblance to her husband is thought by some 
scholars to be the result of artistic license, a concession 
to the kingly features considered ideal at the time". To any-
one who has seen the magnificent bust of Nefertiti, now in the 
Egyptian Museum in Berlin (Fig. 39), this is somewhat distur-
bing - better the king should be patterned after this striking 
woman. No mention is made by BAKER of the possibility that 
Akhenaten and Nefertiti were close relatives, but Pendlebury 
and Maspero both believe that Nefertiti was Akhenaten's full 
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sister , and Cyril Aldred believes she was his first cousin (COL-
LIER 1970) . It is now known from Akhenaten ' s mummy that his 
legs and body were grotesque and this , in combination with his 
facial f e atures , has led to a diagnosis (see SMITH 1963) of 
his condition as a rare disorder known as dysto c ia adiposa -
genitatis (a fatty degeneration syndrome leading to delayed 
bone development) . Inbreeding was , of course , common in the 
Egyptian royal line , with frequent brother- sister marriages , 
and as a matter of fact Akhenaten ' s father Amenhotep II was 
married not only to Akhenaten ' s mother Tyi , but also married 
his own daughter Sitamen (COLLIER 1970) . The Greeks also con-
tin~ed this inbreeding with frequent uncle-niece marriages, 
and offspring of mother-son matings (Oedipus and Jocasta) and 
father - daughter matings (Cyniras and Myrrha) WEere not degen-
e rate , but conversely were exceptional (ZIRKLE 1951) . These 
early ideas about human breeding were probably brought about 
by man's experience with domesticated animals and plants . 
Our modern forms were produced primarily by inbreeding and 
selection , and the very term hybrid had bad connotations 
(ZIRKLE 1935) . 
GENETICS VERSUS ARTISTIC LICENSE 
Interesting comparisons can be made in the various de -
pictions of Jesus , not that they tell us what he looked like , 
but they reveal what was considered the ideal physiognomy of 
the region of the painter (see FRENCH 1899) . An interesting 
contrast can be seen b e t ween , for instance , the oriental fea-
tures of Christ seen in depictions from eastern Europe (DERCSENYI 
and ZOLNAY 1956) , and the blond Christ of Matthias Grunewald 
in The Resurrection (see JANSON 1962) . DiDIO (1971) has pointed 
out the use of biotype or somatotype made by artists . Although , 
according to FULLER and THOMPSON (1960) , the hypothesis that 
there is a positive correlation between tempermental and mor-
phological characters (see KRETSCHMER 1936 , SHELDON and STE-
VENS 1942) "does not stand up too well empirically", artists 
have consistently tailored the body form of their characters 
to fit their known temperament , along the same lines as those 
proposed by KRETSCHMER and SHELDON and STEVENS . Thus , it is 
difficult to imagine a short fat Don Quixote , and a long thin 
Sancho Panza . Conve rsely , Daumier emphasizes the ectomorphism 
of Don Quixote by placing him on an unrealistically long-
legged longitype horse , while placing Sancho Panza on a ridicu-
lously brachyotype donkey (Fig . 34) (see reproduction in RAYNAL 
1 951) . God , and gre at leaders (Moses) are consistently meso-
morpbic , Jesus is meso- ectomorphic (suggesting strength and 
sensitivity) , and the Devil is always very tall and thin (Fig . 
32) ( see KURTH 1963) . 
AN I MAL GENETICS 
Art supplies a considerable amount of our admittedly limi-
ted knowledge concerning the domestication of plants, and par-
ticularly animals . Even before domestication , animals were the 
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first subjects to challenge the artistic faculties of man (KLIN-
GENDER 1971) . The earliest r e presentations of animals are found 
in the cave paintings and sculpture of south west France and 
Cantabrian Spain . These are date d to the Upper Paleolithic 
time . Represented in these paintings are: rhinoce ros , mam-
moths , lions , reindeer , musk-oxen , antelope , bison , b e ar , wolves , 
foxes , hares, wild boars , horses , wild asses , hemione , c attle, 
ibex , chamois , Saiga , red deer , e lk , Irish elk , fallow deer , 
hyena , glutton , owls , wading birds , geese , penguins , s a lmon , 
trout , pike , tunny , flat fish , snakes , bees , and spide rs (see 
BREUIL 1952 for reproductions) . The se paintings r e pre s e nt the 
most remarkable communication ever achieved by man . In these 
paintings Cro-Magnon man is communicating with us from 40 , 000 
years ago (BREUIL 1952) , or in the most conservative estimate 
from at least 25 , 000 y e ars ago (KLINGENDER 1971) . Most re-
markable of all is the artistic beauty of these paintings . 
This tradition of rock engravings and cave paintings was 
continued in the Neolithic period in the Atlas Mountains of 
central Sahara , and the caves of east and south Africa . In 
addition in south and south-west Africa the Bushmen painted 
caves (Fig . 48) from early beginnings right up until the mid-
nineteenth century (KLINGENDER 1971 , GROSSE 1899) . 
CATTLE 
The first domesticate d animals are thought to have b een 
dogs and cattle (EPSTEIN 1969 , 1971 , ZEUNER 1963 , ISAAC 
1971 , BOETTGER 1958) , and it was probably the observation 
of animals - particularly dogs and cattle - which taught early 
man the principles of selection and breeding . In the earliest 
representations of dogs we already see many or most of our ba-
sic breeds(FIENES and FIENES 1970 , EPSTEIN 1969 , 1971 , 
ZEUNER 1963 , BOETTGER 1958) , but in the case of cattle the 
earliest pictures show just the three basic t y pes : primo-
genius-type (the aurochs , wild European cattle , or Bo s primo-
genius, Fig . 44 ; longifrons - t y pe ,Bos longifrons; and the 
humped cattle , zebu , or Bos indicus, Fig . 45) . The first t wo 
types were found in Europe , and the latter first in India and 
later in north Africa . It is thought that the longifrons-type 
was derived from Bos primogenius , and that Bos pr imogenius and 
Bos indicus may have had an earlier common ancestor (ZEUNER 1969) . 
If we consider only cattle , and look to Art for e v idence 
of domestication , and therefore of possible breeding and selec-
tion , it is evident from the Atlas Mountain art that cattle 
were domesticated at this point in time (Neolithic) . The evi-
dence includes pictures of men l e ading animals with a rope , 
driving them with a stick , and later milking - usually from 
the very dangerous position between the legs . Another indi-
cation of domestication is the presence of a pied pattern (Fig . 
46) on the animals , since it is assumed that this would result 
only from breeding practices . Both the aurochs and the longi-
frons-type cattle were domesticated early . According to BOETT-
GER (1958) the aurochs were domesticated for ritual purposes 
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and the longifrons-type for meat and eventually milk. It is 
known that the ritual associated with cattle was imported to 
India resulting in the current status of cattle in that coun-
try, and the bull-fight, of course, is the remanent qf this 
ri.tual f ,unction in Spain and Mexico. 
Of the paintings in the caves of France, the cave at Las-
caux - discovered only in 1940 - contains the most represen-
tations of cattle. Both aurochs and longifrons-types are pre-
sent (In ZIRKLE's book, written in 1935 - before the Lascaux 
discovery, it was concluded that longifrons cattle were tamed 
in the east and brought to Europe during the Neolithic times). 
Examination of these paintings shows a high frequency of repre-
sentations in which color patterns are present. Many of the 
aurochs are white with small black spots (Fig. 47), and some 
of the longifrons-types are light colored, but with red heads 
(Fig. 43). Is this evidence that Cro-Magnon man had domesti-
cated and bred cattle? The appearance and color pattern of 
the aurochs is known historically, since the last survivor did 
not die until 1627, and pictures (Figs. 49 and 50) and descrip-
tions do exist (ZEUNER 1963). According to Zeuner there were 
some color variations, but the typical color was black with the 
exception of a white stripe on the back and a wh~te or grey 
muzzle. A further consideration that must be taken into ac-
count is the meaning and purpose of the cave paintings. BREUIL 
(1952) has concluded that the paintings were not done merely as 
expressions of gifted individuals, but that they were a result 
of an institutionalized activity, and that there was selection 
and training of the individuals who produced these works. This 
would indicate that the paintings had some religious or magical 
significance. This being the case, any color variants which 
did exist, even if very rare might be preferentially selected 
for depiction because they would assume magical value, as al-
binos are often treasured for their magical significance. Then, 
of course, there is the possibility of artistic license. There 
are imaginary animals represented in these caves, including 
one sometimes referred to as the unicorn which has the body of 
a rhinoceros, and an antelope-like head with two long straight 
horns (found in Lascaux cave). Another even more fanciful 
figures is found in Les Trois Freres Cave (Fig. 52). This is 
referred to as the Sorcerer and consists of a head with the 
pointed ears of a stag, large thick antlers, no mouth, a long 
beard, human hands and feet, a bushy tail, and a large flaccid 
penis extending posteriorly from under the tail. This is prob-
ably the first depiction of a chimera, although the beasts 
from which this term was derived for our genetic literature 
were more recent such as the lion, goat, serpent combination 
(Fig. 54) seen in the Etruscan Arezzo Chimera from the 5th 
century B.C. (BATTERVERRY and RUSKIN 1968). 
A fascinating breeding experiment has been carried out 
independently by two brothers, Lutz and Heinz Heck, namely 
the "breeding-back" of the extinct wild auroch from the gene 
pool present in modern cattle breeds. Heinz Heck, director of 
the Munich Zoo, utilized Hungarian and Podolian steppe cattle, 
Scottish Highland, grey and brown Alpine, piebald Friesian, 
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and Corsican breeds, and produced a true breeding type which 
resembled the lost auroch (HECK 1951 , ZEUNER 1963) . Lutz 
Heck achieved the same result (Fig . 55) at the Berlin Zoologi-
cal Gardens using Spanish fighting cattle, Camargue breed, 
Corsican, and English park breed (ZEUNER 1963). 
EQUIDAE 
The development of ·our modern horse breeds can be followed 
very well in the artistic depictions of the horse throughout 
history (see EPSTEIN 1969 1971; ZEUNER 1963, BOETTGER 1958) . 
One genetic aspect of horse development that should be men-
tioned is the "oldest pedigree chart" (Fig. 57) reported as 
such by AMSCHLER (1935), and reproduced in MUNTZING (1958, 
1961), and in the WINCHESTER (1966) Genetics text. This en-
graved tablet, as well as a bone fragment interpreted by Ams-
chler as a picture of the first horseman, was found at Elam -
east of Ur - by the French explorer de Mecquenem (AMSCHLER 1935) . 
This tablet is engraved with 19 Equidae heads in four horizon-
tal rows. The manes of these heads are obviously different, 
there being upright manes, pendant manes and maneless types. 
In addition the profiles vary from ram-like, ram-like in the 
nose region only, and concave (AMSCHLER 1935) . Sheil (cited 
in EPSTEIN 1971) interprets this tablet to be simply an enu-
meration of Equidae, the maneless types being colts . Amschler 
believes the tablet to be a pedigree chart , with the heads with 
upright manes being wild stallions , those with pendant manes 
representing tame horses, and those that are maneless being 
mares . He points out that the ram-like profiles resemble 
Kladruber breed, and the concave Arabian. Antonius (cited in 
EPSTEIN 1971-) concludes, from the fact that all the circum-
stantial evidence indicates that the horse was not domestica-
ted in this region at this time, that these heads are heads of 
the onager( Equu s onager = hemione = wild mules), since it was 
known that the onager was domesticated in Ur at this time, but 
not the horse . Breasted (cited in EPSTEIN 1971) takes this tab-
let as e v idence that the horse had reached this region from 
its original domestication in Persia at this early date, and 
the short ears in the depicted heads would support this con-
clusion . The symbols in this clay tablet are of interest . To 
the reader's right of each head with a pendant mane there is a 
special symbol of one or another kind. These heads, according 
to Amschler, represent tame horses and the special symbols may 
indicate something about each particular animal . Most fasci-
nating is the appearance of the mirror of Venus female symbol , 
which is found on the right of the first head in the bottom 
row . Whether this represents a very early use of this astro-
nomical symbol, or is a manifestation of Jung's collective un-
conscious is a mystery . With regard to the onager , it should 
be pointed out that the wild mules mentioned in the Iliad are 
actually Eq u us onager , and the first actual record of the true 
mule is found in the Odyssey (ZIRKLE 1935) . 
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OTHER ANIMALS 
In following the derivation of modern breeds of domesti -
cated animals through Art , more recently domesticated forms -
such as sheep and pigs - provide perhaps a more coherent pic-
ture than do cattle and dogs (see ZEUNER 1963) . Even better 
would be a form such as the rabbit , .whose domestication begins 
in Rome in 200 B. C., and continues mainly in French monaster-
ies through the middle age s , but unfortunately artistic repre-
sentations of the rabbit are comparatively rare . An interes -
ting mouse breeding book dated 1787 from Japan contains many 
depictions (Fig . 58) of mouse mutants and some breeding direc-
tions (TOKUDA 1935) . A very interesting case of the depiction 
of both wild- type and yellow mutant type burnet moth in a 15th 
century illuminated manuscript has recently been pointed out 
by HUTCHINSON (1974) . 
PLANT GENETICS 
CROP PLANTS 
In the plant kingdom , the cere al grains have been r epre-
sented repeatedly in Art , although in the ancient works the 
subject of the artist is usually a man harvesting or threshing , 
and the grain is secondary , and usually not detailed . Barley , 
however , is depicted in some detail on many Roman coins(SCHIE-
MANN 1932) . In the case of maize on the American continent , 
several representations ex ist . A cover of the Field Museum 
of Natural History Bulletin which contains an article by BEA-
DLE (1972) shows a statue of the Azte c goddess of corn and 
earth fertility holding 4 ears of corn in her hands (Fig . 59) . 
In an article by MANGELSDORF , MAC NEISH and GALINAT (1956) are 
reproduced two funerary urns (Figs . 53 and 56) found in Oaxaca , 
Mex ico in which the human figure in one is adorned with a head-
ress containing corn ears , and the figure in the other has t wo 
ears of corn pendant from a necklace . In both of these figures 
the ears resemble the modern race Nal - Tel (MANGELSDORF et al , 
1956) . RIGGS (1938) reproduces a bas-relief of the Maya corn god 
sowing seeds for his people , and in HYAMS (1952) are reproduced 
two Andean (Chimu) pots in which maize is the prinicpal decor-
ation , and a vessel decorated with a corn ear and a potato which 
depicts the entire process from soil to alcohol . Maize culti -
v ation , and thus selection and possibly breeding , is estimated 
to hav e begun around 4000 B. C. ZIRKLE (1935) r e produces the 
first illustrations of mendelian segregation in corn . These 
were taken from the Krautbuch of Tabernaemontanus (Jacob Theo-
dor of Berg- Zabern) first published in 1588 , although the Zir-
kle reproductions come from a 1613 edition . 
FERTILIZATION OF THE DATE PALM 
In Genetics books perhaps the most frequently reproduced 
ancient artistic depictions are the Assyrian bas - reliefs show-
ing the fertilization of the date palm (Fig . 51 ; see ZIRKLE 
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1935 , STUBBE 1965, MUNTZING 1958 , 1961) . The significance of 
these figures was first pointed out by TYLER (1970). They 
show winged figures - priests or cherubim inserting the male 
spathe into the female flower (ZIRKLE 1935) . These figures 
are dated between 800 and 700 B.C., but STUBBE (1965) estimates 
that this artificial pollination was performed as early as 
5000 B.C. by the Assyrians and the Babylonians . Solomon's 
temple in Jerusalem was decorated with alternate cherubim and 
palm trees (ZIRKLE 1935) . As might be expected from this long 
history of artificial pollination , the date palm is among the 
most variable of species, there being some 5 , 000 named varie-
ties (ZIRKLE 1935) . 
ROSES 
Among the horticultural forms the rose is perhaps the most 
frequently depicted in works of art, and because of the fact 
that our modern garden varieties were developed during recent 
historical times, the development can be readily followed in 
Art. Diagram 2 gives a very simplified summary of the origins 
of our modern basic rose types, with approximate dates of some 
of the developments . Rose breeding began in China perhaps 5000 
years ago (CROCKETT 1971), and became so popular and extensive 
that it competed with agricultural land . In the Han Dynasty 
the emperor found it necessary to order the destruction or 
severe reduction of many of the rose gardens. Many beautiful 
depictions of these roses, all of which were Rosa chinensis, 
R. odorata, or combinations of the two can be found particu-
larly in the pottery of the later chinese Dynasties (Figs . 70, 
75) (LION-GOLDSCHMIDT and MOREAU-GOBARD 1966) . As is shown 
in Diagram 2 these t wo species play a large part in the produc-
tion of our modern roses, but they were not introduced until 
the 18th century (in the case of R. chinensis )and the 19th cen-
tury(R . odorata) . 
The first painting of a rose in the western world is found 
in a fresco from Knossos, Crete (Fig . 63) dating from the 16th 
century B. c . , and is thought to be R. gallica (R. rubra ) (CROCK-
ETT 1971) . All of the ancestral roses were 5-petaled, but we 
find 6 petals in this Minoan fresco. Similar artistic license 
for the sake of idealized symmetry i s found in many of the 
heraldic roses in English history, as in the Order of the Gar-
ter (Fig. 71) (see also the Heraldic rose in the 1974 Encyclo-
paedia Brittanica) . This Minoan fresco is contemporary with 
the 18th Egyptian Dynasty and Queen Hatshepsowet (in whose tem-
ple the bas-relief of the achondroplastic Queen of Punt is 
found ) . Also depicted in this t emp le are representations of 
the ships of Queen Hatshepsowet , and the cargo of exotic plants 
they brought from Punt (Somaliland) and other regions. BECHTEL 
(1950) takes the absence of roses in this cargo to indicate 
that the rose was already known and cultivated in Egypt . We 
do know that in later Egyptian history both R. gallica and 
R. damascena were cultivated, since they are found in Egyptian 
frescos and textiles dating back to 300 B . C. (SHEPHERD 1954). 
Multipetalled sports were selected, and it is known that the 
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gardens of King Midas (500 B.C.) contained 60-petalled forms 
that were probably hybrids of R. gallica with the European wild 
rose R. canina (BECHTEL 1950). Theophrastus in his Enquiry 
into Plants (300 B.C. ) says that roses have from 5 to 100 
petals (SHEPHERD 1954) . Roses were depicted on the coins of 
Rhodes (Rhodes comes from the Greek word Rhodon, which means 
rose) in 325 B.C., but the species cannot be determined (CROCK-
ETT 1971). Artistic depiction of the rose by the Greeks is 
rare, but certainly they were familiar with the rose. 
(1700) 
R. chinensis x R. gallica R. damascena 
DAMASKS 
R. chinensis x R. moschata 
.. 
.. 
.. 
•••••••••••·••••••• \ ,. NOISETTES 
--R. gallica x R. centrifolia ·•. ,,•••· 
. ~ 
, CABBAG~ •• ~.~SES \i ••••/ 
: •••• •• R. damascena x R. gallica i ··\~: .... · .. •·· 
: ••#• ................. PORT LANDS ROSE DES PEINTRES , ~•••••••••.•.••• 
.. ;.· .. ---··· 
,;,••••• I •••• 
... 
HYBRID J' R. chinensis x R. damascena 
CHI,NAS l::::::::.:::••••••••••••••••• 
( 1810) i / •••••••• •• BOURBONS 
R. odo:rata .................... J ••  •••• 
.. ~· .... 
TEAS HYBRID •••••• ••••R. alba 
••••• _:•PERPETUALS •••• 
. .. 
·.f (1843) •• 
•1 ••\ .••••····••R. foetida 
! .-·· t r 
HYBRID t 
TEAS••••, ,•••••• PERNETIANAS 
(1867) ·•.. • •• •· (1900) 
R. multiflora '; R. chinensis' 
· ... :·· 
'• l 
t' ♦ ••••••• PRESENT DAY 
POLYANTHAS ••• ,•••• HYBRID TEAS··•••• 
··• •• ,·· (1905) ··• ••• 
, ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :::::~ ••••• GRANDIFLORAS 
FLORIBUNDAS 
Diagram 2. The pedigree of roses 
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Most of the roses in the Bible are not roses, including 
the rose in the Song of Solomon . However, the roses in the 
Apocryphal books is the wild Palestinian rose R. phoenicia 
which is allied to R . moschata, the Musk rose (BECHTEL 1950) . 
The Musk rose (Fig . 64) comes originally from India, though 
in Christian tradition it was said to have arisen from the 
blood of Christ . Figure 64 (from COATS 1973) shows the Prin-
cess Nur Mahal and her husband the Great Mogul holding an R. 
moschata in his hand . Tradition has it that Princess Nur 
Mahal - whose niece is the Mumtaz Mahal, entombed in the Taj 
Mahal - first developed the attar of roses . The Romans cul-
tivated R. damascena (PARK 1962) , and beginning in the first 
century A. O. R. gallica. The roses found in the wall frescos 
from Pompei are derivatives of R. damascena. Both the Egyp-
tians and the Romans used large quantities of roses, and Cleo-
patra and Mark Antony supposedly reveled knee deep in rose 
petals, and Nero is said to have spent the equivalent of $100,000 
for roses for one banquet . As a result of this, the early Chris-
tians regarded the rose as a symbol of Roman paganism, and 
roses were rare in the early Christian art . Later the rose 
was accepted and adopted by the Christians (Figs. 65, 67), 
and R . alba became the symbol of the Virgin Mary, rose windows 
were produced in the cathedrals, and the first rosaries were 
made of rose-hips. 
In more recent times, we find R . gallica in the early 
Italian paintings , the Renaissance paintings , and many stained 
glass windows. R. gallica is the rose found in Botticelli's 
painting Spring . R. alba appears as a hybrid double type in 
the early Italian paintings of Giotto, and the single type 
R. alba is the rose found in Botticelli's Birth of Venus 
(Venus in a half-shell, Fig. 62) (JANSON 1962). The presence 
of the rose in this latter painting follows the story given 
by the poet Anacreon, that when the sea gave birth to Venus 
the earth gave birth to the rose. Another myth has it that 
Cybele created the rose when she took revenge on Venus by 
bringing to life something more beautiful than the goddess of 
beauty (PARK 1962). 
The roses found in 17th century Flemish paintings are cab-
bage roses R. centrifolia, as are many of the roses in 18th 
century Dutch paintings (Fig . 66) (see BAZIN 1960) . The rose 
des peintres, probably a cross of R. gallica and R. centrifolia, 
is seen in the 18th century Dutch paintings . R. foetida (R. 
persica) is the Persian rose, and can be seen (Fig . 61) in 
a 15th century painting of a Persian prince reproduced by 
COATS (1973) . A copper and yellow sport of R. foetida (see 
painting by Alfred Parsons in COATS) was utilized by M. Pernet-
Ducher to introduce the first pure yellow color into our pre-
sent ~oses . This process was begun in 1885 , and after 25 
years of work the first all yellow Hybrid Tea was produced in 
1910. The Bourbon roses occurred by the spontaneous hybridi-
zation of a dwarf R. chinensis with R. damascena on the French 
island Reunion where both species were used for hedging (COATS 
1973) . 
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Roses played an important s ymbolic function in early 
English history . Edward I (1272 to 1 3 07) was the first to 
chose the rose as an emblem. The War of Roses (1455 to 1458) 
involved the House of York with R . alba as a symbol, and the 
House of Lancaster with R. galliaa as a symbol . R . alba grew 
wild in England, and is nicely depicted by the artist Nicholas 
Hilliard (1537-1619) in his portrait of a gallant in a rose 
garden (Fig. 72). The red rose of the House of Lancaster 
R . galliaa was brought to England by Edmund, Earl of Lancaster 
in about 1277 (COATS 1973). Both R . alba and R . galliaa are 
seen in numerous woodcuts illustrating Shakespeare's Henry VI 
(see COATS 1973). With the politic marriage of Lancaster's 
Henry Tudor (Henry VII) to Elizabeth of York (Elizabeth I) 
the red and white Tudor rose was adopted as a symbol, and can 
be seen in many paintings (see portrait of Elizabeth in CROCK-
ETT), embroideries, carvings, and printed woodcuts. 
Perhaps the most influential person in the development of 
the rose was Josephine Rose de Beauharnais - the Empress Jose-
phine - who began her gardens (Fig. 73) at Malmaison in 1804, 
and there collected over 250 t y pes of roses, and appointed · 
Pierre-Joseph Redoute to paint the roses in her gardens (Fig. 
60) . The first volume of Redout's three volume work containing 
172 colored plates was issued in 1817 (Josephine died in 1814). 
These v olumes are all that are left of this famous collection, 
since the gardens were destroyed during the Franco-Prussian 
war. The gene-pool, however, survives and one can follow in 
Redoute's painting the significant developments which led to 
the eventual production of the Hybrid Perpetuals. Redoute's 
paintings are reproduced in most books about roses. 
On the American continent it is known from the writings of 
the time that white (probably R . a lba ), red (R. galliaa?), and 
Damask roses were planted in 1621 by the pilgrims, and Captain 
John Smith stated that some Indians planted wild roses to beau-
tify their camps (SHEPHERD 1954). 
CONCLUSION 
In this ve ry cursory treatment of Genetics and Art, I hope 
I have given some indication of the wealth of the legacy avail-
able to us in works of Art . We cannot expect the Artist and 
the Art Historian to discover or appreciate the scientific in-
formation communicated to us in Art, for it takes the trained 
eye and mind of the scientist to notice the more subtle scien-
tific implications. 
Art, like Science, is the recording of observations and 
experiences. Great Art is the condensation of these observa-
t~ons and experiences into a statement which elicits from the 
viewer a new comprehension of his own observations and experi-
ences, with often a feeling of great pleasure that this part 
of his mental house has been put in order . Similarly great 
Science is not the analyses, but the syntheses - the unifying 
hypotheses based on many analyses. One is led to recall Bate-
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son's first reading of Mendel's paper. His mental reaction 
was an immediate "But, of course", and his remaining life was 
devoted to bringing about the acceptance of and the extension 
of Mendel's brilliant creation. 
ABBATE, F. (Ed.) 
Centuries. 
ABBATE, F. (Ed.) 
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